Company Profile:
Tech Futuristic is one of the most robust IT industries in the world. Tech Futuristic more than any other IT
industry or economic facet has an increased productivity particularly in the developed world and therefore is a
key driver of global economic growth. Our Information Technology Association explains 'information
technology' as encompassing all possible aspects of information systems based on computers. Both software
development and the hardware involved in the IT industry include everything from computer systems, to the
design, implementation, study and development of IT and management systems. Owing to its easy accessibility
and the wide range of IT products available, the demand for IT services has increased substantially over the
years. The core specialization of the company lies in providing Internet Marketing, Web Design and Manpower
Outsourcing services. The company has grown by leaps and bounds in the field of Internet marketing and Web
design services.

For Software Trainee
Company Name: Tech Futuristic
Website URL: www.techfuturistic.com
Job Designation:

Software Trainee

Compensation: 1.5-1.8LPA
Job Description:


Designing, coding and debugging applications in various software languages.



Software analysis, code analysis, requirements analysis, software review, identification of code metrics,
system risk analysis, software reliability analysis



Project Planning and Project Management and Maintain standards compliance.



Object-oriented Design and Analysis (OOD and OOA) and Software modeling and simulation.



Software modeling and simulation and Performance tuning, improvement, balancing, usability,
automation.



Testing the product in controlled, real situations before going live

Eligibility Criteria: B. Tech.(CS, IT), BCA, MCA, B.Sc IT, IT Diploma, Passout or persuing candidates.
Skills/Abilities:






Good communication skills
A positive attitude
Presentation Skill
Energy Level
Negotiation skills

Job Location: Delhi
Selection procedure:



HR Round
Technica Round

For Marketing Executive
Company Name: Tech futuristic
Website URL: www.techfuturistic.com
Job Designation: Marketing Executive
Compensation: 2-4 LPA
Job Description:


Develop strategies and deliver excellent sales and after-sales services to maximize sales, customer satisfaction and
retention.



Create marketing plans geared toward end users for each key product within portfolio, in line with strategy and
targets and within budget.



Communicate to rest of marketing team about new innovations and how they can be used to leverage marketing
efforts.



Promote Brand image of the business with proper market research & competitor analysis.



Supporting the development of the website and Preparation & delivery of marketing plan within key objective.



Develop business strategies and achieve performance targets and Generate leads for products and services.



Attend to clients queries and provide appropriate solutions and maintaining client relation.



Coordinating and follow up with Clients/ Business for meetings and negotiations.

Eligibility Criteria: BBA, MBA, PGDM with marketing specialization, any graduates
Experience Required: 0-1 Yr

Desired candidate Profile:


Personality: Self-driven, results-oriented with a positive outlook and a clear focus on high quality.



Attitude: Positive outlook towards work



Quality Focus: Adhere to quality standards and be quality conscious



Strong Client Focus: Understand client’s requirement and believe in “Client first” always



Team Player: Adapt to a team and show positive team spirit



Communication Skills: Good Verbal and written Communication skills in Orissa & English language.



Problem Solving and Judgment: Ability to understand problem accurately and quickly respond to
query, be able to interpret information



Result Orientation: Quality and Efficiency driven



Computer Knowledge : MS Office, Email etiquette

Job Location: Delhi
Selection procedure:



HR round
Final round

Thanks
Regards
Tech Futuristic

